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Commercial Sexual Exploitation Needs and Risk Assessment  

 

Assumptions 

 There is often only one chance to successfully identify and respond to the needs of a 

child who has commercially sexually exploited. As such a service provider must take 

advantage of this opportunity without entirely alienating the possible victim.  

 This assessment assumes that there are certain risk factors that are corollary with 

children who are being commercially sexual exploited. The assessment is designed to 

identify whether these risk factors exist, and if they do, then to further probe into the 

situation of the child while building enough rapport to hopefully self-disclose.  

 

Methodology 

 

How to use 

 The assessment is broken down into risk factor categories. This assessment should 

be used an example the type of questions that should be asked instead of going through 

each individual question. Rapport building is critical to get honest, helpful answers and as 

such this assessment should not be simply read but used as a way of guiding conversation.  

 

This assessment should help determine the needs of a client and identify whether or 

not the child is a victim of human trafficking. Using this assessment, professionals should be 

able to identify risk factors with their clients and be able to determine if Tier 2 questions 

need to be conducted. Risks factor categories include:  

- Home 

 -Whether or not the child feels safe in their home.  

 -A primary caregiver who is not a legal custodian 

 -Previous involvement in the foster care system or other institutional situation 

 -Past incidents of running away, homelessness, or being in a situation outside of 

care.  

- Sexual/ Physical abuse  

-Previous sexual activity 

-Previous instances of abuse, type of abuse, and who the abuser was.  

-If abuse was done, be able to determine what type of abuse and what the child’s 

needs for therapy are 

 

- Drug/ Alcohol use 

- Instances of child’s drug/ alcohol activity. 

- Addiction or abuse instances and previous treatments 

 

- History of prior arrests 

 - Types of pervious arrests and involvement in the juvenile justice system 

 - Services provided in juvenile justice system and outcomes of services.  
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- Tattoos (if available) 

- Determine if tattoo is some type of branding 

 

- Occupation 

-Previous jobs and association with trafficking 

-Any history of exploitative working situation 

 

-False Identification 

 -Determine whether the child’s identity was changed 

  

-Authorities 

 -The child has a view of law enforcement as always being abusive or untrustworthy.  
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Tier 1 

 

Initial Questions: 

1. Name? 

2. Age? 

3. Sex? 

4. How did you get here?  

5. Why are you here? 

 

Icebreaker Questions: 

6. Do you feel safe or uncomfortable? 

7. Are you in school? If so, what subjects do you like and dislike? 

8. Who are the people closest to you?  

9. Which family and friends do you feel safe with?  

10. Where do you want to be five years from now?  

 

Home Questions: 

11. Where do you live?  

12. Are you living with someone? Do they take care of you? 

13. Do you feel safe living there?  

14. Have you ever run away from home? Why? How many times? 

15. Have you ever been in foster care? Are you currently in foster care?  

16. Has someone told you they will take care of you? 

 

Abuse Questions:  

17. Do you have a boyfriend or girlfriend? 

18. How old is he or she?  

19. Has he or she ever hurt you? If so what happened? Did you go to the hospital? 

20. Are you sexually active? 

21. How many partners do you have?  

22. Do you have safe sex (use contraception)?  

23. Is it always consensual?  

 

Drug/ Alcohol 

24. Have you ever used drugs? If so, please list.  

25. Do you currently use them?  

26. Have you ever consumed alcohol?  

27. Do you currently drink?  

28. Have you used alcohol and/ or drugs to make you feel better?  

 

False Identification Questions:  

29. Has anyone ever given you false records or a false identification? 

30. Did someone ever given you your current id? 
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Prior Arrests 

31. Have you ever been arrested? For what? What happened?  

32. Where were you arrested? Which states? Which countries?  

 

Tattoo Questions: (If Any) 

33. When did you get your tattoo? 

34. What does it mean?  

35. Why did you get that tattoo? 

 

Occupation 

36. Have you ever had a job?  

37. What did you do for your job? What did your employer do? 

38. How many hours did you work? 

39.  How much did you make?  

40. How often were you paid? How were you paid?  

41. Were you allowed to keep your earnings? How does money handling work? 

42. How did you know how much you were supposed to make? 

43. Do you have a debt? (Owe anyone money?)  

 

Authorities 

44. Were you ever told about the police or immigration authorities? If so, what? 

45. Have you ever made contact or tried to get in contact with authorities?  

 

 

**If risk factors are present in the initial set of questions conduct Tier 2. Tier 2 focuses on 

the same topics as Tier 1, but uses more in-depth questions to determine whether a child 

was trafficking and their needs for treatment.  
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Tier 2  

 

Icebreaker Questions 

1. Tell me about the top three thing most important things about life.  

2. Tell me about a recent good day.  

3. Tell me about a recent bad day.  

4. What happens on a normal or typical day for you?  

 

Foster Care Questions (If applicable) 

5. Do you have a relationship w/ parents, guardians, or siblings? 

6. Why did CPS become involved in your life?  

7. What have your foster homes been like? 

8. Was there anything negative in your living situation?  

9. Who was your favorite foster family and why?  

 

Occupation Questions: 

10. Who offered you a job? 

11.  What kind of job was it?  

12. How did you find it?  

13. What was promised if you did the work? 

14. Who made these promises?  

15. How is your situation different than what you were promised?  

16. What didn’t you like about your job? Why?  

17. Do you work and live at the same place?  

18. Are there any records or receipts of your earnings?  

19. Did you ever want to leave? 

20. Did you try leaving?  

21. Did you witness someone that tried? What happened to them? 

22. Were you threatened with harm if you tried to leave?  

23. Were you able to talk to your family or friends? If so, were you alone?  

24. Has your family ever been threatened? What about the others?  

25. Were you being made to do things you don’t want to do?  

26. Did an employer ever force you to do drugs? If so, what kind? 

27. Was your employer ever involved in other illegal activity? 

28. Have you worked or lived with anyone in the U.S who asked you to lie about your age 

or type of work?  

29. Are you still in contact with your employer? 

 

Abuse Questions:  

30. Has he or she ever asked you to perform a sexual favor for/with their friends? 

31. Were you physically abused?  

32. Have you ever witnessed abuse? What happened? 

33. Was there objects used? If so, what?  

34. Has someone touched you where they weren’t supposed to?  

35. Did you ever tell someone?  
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36. Has anyone forced you to have sex for money or other goods? When did this first 

happen? 

37. Do you know anyone who has had sex for money or other goods? What happened? 

38. Did someone ever take pictures or record you? What were you doing?  

39. Did you feel this was your only option to stay in this situation?  

40. What were the conditions if left unattended?  

41. Were there physical restrictions? Locks? Chains? What were they used for? 

 

Drugs/ Alcohol Questions 

42. Have you used any drug/ alcohol within the last 24 hours? If so, please list. 

43. Do you usually keep a supply of drugs for emergencies, no matter how small?  

44. Did you ever get high at school?  

45. Have you gotten into a fight while you were high or drunk?  

46. Have you done anything you wish you hadn’t, when you were drunk or high?  

47. Have you ever done something crazy while high and had to make excuses for your 

behavior later?  

48. Have you ever felt nervous or cranky after you stopped for a while? 

49. Have you heard voices other people can’t hear?   

 

Health Questions: 

50. Have you attempted suicide in the past? If so, when and how?  

51. Do you feel like harming yourself now? If yes, explain. 

52. Do you or are you experiencing any medical problems? If yes, explain. 

53. Have you had a health assessment within the past 12 months?  

54. Are you currently taking any medications? If so, please list.  

55. Do you have allergies or allergic reactions to anything? 

56. Do you have any current injuries? If so, please list.  

57. Do you have a physical disability? If so, please explain.  

100. Have you ever been badly hurt or been in danger of getting badly hurt or killed? 

101. Have you ever been raped or been in danger of getting raped? 

102. Have you seen someone severely injured or killed? (In person: not in movies or t.v.) 

103. How were medical services handled in your situation?  

 

Arrest Questions 

104. Have you ever been on probation? 

105. How was the result of the arrest? 

106. What was the charge? 

107. Has there ever been a warrant out for your arrest? 

108. Is there one currently?  


